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ABSTRACT

Gamification has been a�racted much interest, not only in the

HCI community, in the last few years. However, there is still a

lack of insights and theory on the relationships between game

design elements, motivation, domain context and user behavior. In

this workshop we want to discover the potentials of data-driven

gamification design optimization, e.g. by the application of machine

learning techniques on user interaction data in a certain domain.
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1 MOTIVATION

Over the last years, non-recreational services and applications that

make use of game elements grew in popularity. Gamification estab-

lished as a design techniques to increase the user engagement, and

change behavior in a variety of contexts ([1, 2, 16]). However, study

a�er study researchers keep to ask: “Does Gamification Work?” [6].

Currently the answer should be: it depends. �e current state of the

art in gamification design consists of several black boxes affecting

each other: a set of game design elements, different user types,

and diverse contexts. Several already existing gamification design

frameworks [4] provide recommendations on how to map different

user types to different game design elements or list different cate-

gories of game design elements which should be considered for an

application of gamification. However, it seems that we still lack of a

thorough and clear knowledge about what kinds of game elements
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work within specific contexts and for specific users. Motivation,

for example, arises from different multiple causes [8] and differ-

ently for certain users [7, 17]. As a result, such three components

of gamification, i.e. design elements, users, and contexts, remain

obscure.

Actually, some a�empts to categorize game design elements for

gamification have been made over the years, in order to find some

correspondences between user types and design elements. Exton

& Murray [5], for example, tried to classify game design elements

on the basis of theories of motivations, while Robinson & Bello�i

[15] described a taxonomy of gamification elements on the basis of

different levels of expected engagement and willingness to commit

time to interaction. Such a�empts, however, were based exclusively

on reviews of related literature. With the partial exception of [14],

categorizations built on empirical data are almost absent in the

current gamification debate. As a consequence, designers continue

to apply a limited variety of game elements, commonly points,

badges and leaderboards, indiscriminately to different domains,

in the hope that they will provoke more or less the same kind

of effects [13]: the lack of an empirical base, in fact, undermines

any possibility of predicting the possible impact of specific design

elements on user’s behavior. Although some research tried to tailor

gamification to specific users’ characteristics [12], personalized

gamified design has been limited to abstract model of behavior

or motivation (e.g. player or user types), without considering the

actual context in which the user is situated.

Instead, we need to know how game design elements work for

situated needs, goals and motivations. �is would produce more

effective and satisfactory gamification designs. However, this, on

the one hand, implies a thorough investigation on how specific con-

texts, as well as users’ idiosyncrasies, might affect the effectiveness

of gamification techniques: we need both qualitative and quanti-

tative studies that might reveal the varying impacts of gamified

elements, depending on the domain to which they are applied. On

the other hand, it requires taking into account the continuous flux

of user data which we have now at our disposal. According to a

recent IBM research, 90 percent of the information available have

been created in the last two years. �is exponential increasing of

digital data gives new life to research in the area of personalization:

information about users’ preferences, sentiment, beliefs, social rela-

tions, and physical context, as well as parameters describing their

psychological states can now be obtained by mining data gathered
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from many heterogeneous sources. Such sources can be roughly

classified in two main categories: on the one hand, the plethora of

personal data collected, either manually or automatically, by per-

sonal and ubiquitous devices such as mobile phones, wearables, and

sensors; on the other hand, a huge amount of textual information

spread on social networks, which can be exploited to infer user

interests, personality traits, emotions, and knowledge.

Grounding gamification design on empirical data might entail

the possibility of creating data-driven gamified applications. In

this workshop we want to explore the different meanings that a

“data-driven gamification design” might have for researchers and

practitioners.

First, data-driven gamification yields to design applications and

services shaped on the specific context in which they are used: this

might lead to create “situated” catalogs of game elements, built

on empirical data, that are thought for specific domains. Second,

it implies the design of gamified services tailored to the user’s

characteristics, also responding in real time to her changing states

and needs. �e possibility of exploiting data mining and machine

learning to extract knowledge from raw data could also lead to an

effective employment of AI techniques in gamification design. From

this perspective, design could be even automated by Creative AI [3]

optimizing the creation of game design elements and configurations

[9]. �ird, data-driven gamification means also the conduction of

more rigorous evaluations to assess the impacts of gamified designs.

�rough online evaluations of user interaction data, and analysis

on logging data of controlled experiments (A/B tests) we might

get deeper insights on game design elements and users in different

domains. �is could turn into the design of novel, more effective

and tailored gamification elements.

To summarize we are looking for:

• Gamified systems that exploit data mining, machine learn-

ing and AI techniques.

• Insights on game design elements built upon empirical

data that can expand the catalog available to gamification

designers and practitioners.

• Personalized gamified systems that exploit physiological,

psychological, environmental, emotional and social data

to provide tailored game elements to users with different

characteristics.

• Domain-dependent gamified services and applications ad-

dressed to contexts like health, learning, workplace, secu-

rity, crowdsourcing, and so on.

• Field evaluations of gamified systems in specific contexts

of use, and new techniques to envision, design and assess

gamification design techniques.

• �eoretical reflections and ethical considerations on the

future of gamification enabled by the increasing availability

of data.

2 WORKSHOP TOPICS

Topics of interest for this workshop include but are not limited to:

• Gamification approaches in a variety of domains, e.g.: edu-

cation, workplace, health and e-commerce

• Empirical studies to improve gamification design

• Evaluation of gamified applications and services in specific

domains

• AI and machine learning for gamification

• Player’s data to be used in gamification design

• New theoretical approaches for gamification design

• New game design elements grounded upon empirical data

• Personalized gamification systems

• Ethical issues and critical reflections

3 WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES

�e first objective of this workshop is to provide a shared forum for

researchers interested in gamification looking for new inspirations

to design novel gamified systems. We believe that researchers need

a common interdisciplinary space where generating novel ideas,

trying to imagine how gamification will evolve in the next years

and what could we do to make it more effective and enjoyable. �e

long-term objective of the workshop is to support the creation of

a community interested in sharing insights on gamified systems

and collectively develop a new catalog of game design elements

grounded upon empirical data. We hope this workshop will be a

starting point for researchers to join and share their knowledge

and experiences.

4 EXPECTED OUTCOMES

In this workshop we aim to discuss the opportunities of data-driven

gamification design, also to create further insights on taxonomies

and models for gamification. We want to develop strategies and

recommendations on appropriate measures by developing a series

of best practices. We plan for accepted manuscripts to be included

in the Workshop Proceedings that will be published through CEUR

Workshop Proceedings. All workshop papers must be up to six

pages long in the ACM SIG format.

5 PLANNED ACTIVITIES

Pre-workshop preparation: �e workshop website will go online

before the call for participation is sent to all the major games, gam-

ification and HCI mailing lists. �e organizers will then publicize

the call in their home organizations and among their peers. We will

also invite directly researchers from diverse disciplines, such as UX

designers, developers, data mining and data visualization experts,

social scientists and psychologists, to participate. Finally, we will

advertise the workshop and distribute the CFPs among the main

gamification social media channels.

Conducting the workshop: �e workshop will follow a full-day

format. We aim to invite a keynote speaker with expertise in game

design because we think gamification researcher and practitioner

could benefit from a knowledge transfer. A�er the keynote and a cof-

fee break, a�endees will present their papers in order to introduce

each other and to set a common background for further ideas and

discussions. �erefore, organizers together with the participants

will define three gamification design challenges as preparation for

the first work group phase. In order to bridge the gap between

researchers and practitioners we plan to develop concrete gamifica-

tion design challenges and possible data-driven solutions in three

consecutive work group phases.
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In the first group phase, participants will work individually to

generate as much as possible new ideas to envision new data- or AI-

driven approaches and solutions to address the design challenges

individuated. A�er 15 minutes, they will have to collaborate for 30

minutes with their companions to develop three “best solutions”,

one for each design challenge to be addressed. �en, each pair

will have 10 minutes to present their work and answer to all the

questions (possibly critical and addressed to discover the weak

points of the solution) in a presentation madness session. Each

presented idea will then be voted by the remaining participants

on the basis of their quality and capability of responding to the

criticalness raised by the questions, gaining “points” and entering in

a “leader board”. At the end of the presentation/discussion session

the three ideas (one for each design challenge) at the top of the

leader boards will pass to the next phase.

In the second group phase of the workshop, participants will

have to select one of the “winning” ideas and turn it into a concept

design embedded in a narrative“critical” scenario. �ese scenarios

could also take the form of utopias and dystopias to open spaces

for reflection about the desired or undesired consequences of the

idea.

In the last phase, participants will have to present their concepts

and scenarios to the rest of a�endees in order to generate further

insights.

A�er the workshop: To foster the discussion even a�er the end of

the workshop we plan to: i) include all the participants in a mailing

list where they can easily discuss new ideas related to the workshop

topics; ii) produce a report of the workshop to disseminate the

insights emerged during the work group; iii) Submit an article to

ACM Interactions with the main workshop results.

6 SCHEDULE

09:30 - 10:30 Keynote

10:30 - 11:00 Coffee Break

11:00 - 12:30 Introduction and paper presentations

12:30 - 14:00 Lunch

14:00 - 15:00 Group work I: idea generation and discussion

14:00 - 16:00 Group work II: data-driven solutions

16:00 - 16:30 Coffee Break

16:30 - 17:30 Group work III: presentations, discussion and conclu-

sion

7 INTENDED AUDIENCE

Intended audience are researchers or practitioners in the field of

HCI, game design, AI or machine learning who applied or plan

to apply gamification. We expect to gather 15-20 participants in

total and 10-15 paper submissions. We will accept both position

papers and research papers, case studies, future research challenges

and reflections. Submissions will be selected based on their quality

and capability of eliciting insights during the workshop by a PC of

key researchers in the machine learning, game and gamification

domains.

8 ORGANIZERS

Michael Meder is pursuing a PhD at the Distributed Artificial In-

telligence Laboratory of the TU Berlin with a thesis on gamification

in the workplace. His main research goal is to find solutions for

the Gamification Design Problem [10, 11] with machine learning

on user interaction data collected in gamification field studies. He

was co-chair of the three Gamification for Information Retrieval

(GamifIR) workshops in 2014,2015 and 2016 at ECIR and SIGIR.

Amon Rapp is a research fellow at the university of Torino. He

organized the Fictional Game Elements workshop at CHI Play 2016

and the tutorial on Games, gamification and personalization at ACM

UMAP ’16. He is currently a guest editor at IJHCS for a special

issue on Strengthening gamification studies: Critical challenges and

new opportunities. His research interests are personal informatics,

behavior change and gamification design.

Till Plumbaum is a postdoctoral researcher at the Distributed

Artificial Intelligence Laboratory of the TU Berlin, leading the re-

search group Information Retrieval and Machine Learning. He is

author of several conference and book publications and frequent

reviewer of high ranked conferences including IUI and RecSys. He

also organizes workshops covering topics such as Lifelogging and

Personalization.

Frank Hopfgartner is Lecturer at University of Glasgow. His

main research interest is on interactive information retrieval, rec-

ommender systems and multimedia analysis. He has co-organized

workshops, chaired sessions and tutorials at various conferences.

Besides, he is on the editorial board of the Information Process-

ing & Management Journal, serves as regular reviewer of various

renowned journals and has been PC member of all leading confer-

ences in the multimedia and information retrieval fields.
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